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In this work, we present the three-dimensional Maxwell Carroll gravity by considering the ultra-
relativistic limit of the Maxwell Chern-Simons gravity theory defined in three spacetime dimensions. 
We show that an extension of the Maxwellian Carroll symmetry is necessary in order for the invariant 
tensor of the ultra-relativistic Maxwellian algebra to be non-degenerate. Consequently, we discuss the 
origin of the aforementioned algebra and theory as a flat limit. We show that the theoretical setup with 
cosmological constant yielding the extended Maxwellian Carroll Chern-Simons gravity in the vanishing 
cosmological constant limit is based on a new enlarged extended version of the Carroll symmetry. Indeed, 
the latter exhibits a non-degenerate invariant tensor allowing the proper construction of a Chern-Simons 
gravity theory which reproduces the extended Maxwellian Carroll gravity in the flat limit.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

Symmetries in Physics play a fundamental role in the analysis and understanding of theories. In this perspective, ultra-relativistic (UR) 
symmetries, also known as Carroll symmetries, have attracted some interest over recent years. The Carroll symmetries arise in the UR 
limit, c → 0, being c the speed of light [1,2]. The Carroll group introduced by Lévy-Leblond emerged as the UR contraction of the Poincaré 
group, dual to the non-relativistic (NR) contraction (i.e., c → ∞) leading to the Galilean group.

Models with Carroll symmetries appear, for instance, in the context of high-energy Physics in the study of tachyon condensation [3], 
warped conformal field theories [4], and tensionless strings [5–9]. Moreover, further works on Carroll algebras in the context of electro-
dynamics and brane dynamics can be found for instance in [10–12]. On the other hand, the exploration of the Carroll limit corresponding 
to M2- as well as M3-branes propagating over D = 11 supergravity backgrounds in M-theory has been considered in [13]. In [14], flat 
and Anti-de Sitter (AdS) Carroll spaces were investigated, in the bosonic and in the supersymmetric case, studying the symmetries of a 
particle moving in such spaces. Models of Carrollian gravity have been developed in [15–18]. In particular, in [16], the respective NR and 
UR limits of the spin-3 Chern-Simons (CS) gravity in three spacetime dimensions were presented. Subsequently, the AdS Carroll CS gravity 
theory and its supersymmetric extension were discussed in [18] and in [19,20], respectively. More recently, the Carrollian version of the 
Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity was explored in [21,22].

On the other hand, there has been a growing interest, at the relativistic level, in exploring symmetries in three spacetime dimensions 
beyond the Poincaré and AdS ones. It is well assumed that a gravitational theory in three spacetime dimensions can be described by a CS 
action as a gauge theory, providing a useful setup to approach higher-dimensional models. A non-trivial extension of the Poincaré algebra 
is given by the Maxwell algebra which, in any dimension D , is characterized by the commutator

[ P̃ A, P̃ B ] = Z̃ AB . (1.1)
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The Maxwell algebra has been first introduced in four spacetime dimensions to describe a constant Minskowski spacetime in the presence 
of an electromagnetic background [23–26]. In arbitrary spacetime dimensions, the Maxwell algebra and generalizations have been useful 
to relate General Relativity with CS and Born-Infeld (BI) gravity theories [27–30]. In three spacetime dimensions, the Maxwell symmetries 
and extensions to supersymmetry and higher-spin, have been explored using the CS formalism with diverse physical implications [31–41].1

Interestingly, the inclusion of a cosmological constant to the Maxwell CS gravity theory can be done considering the so (2,2) × so (2,1)

algebra, also denoted as AdS-Lorentz (AdS-L) algebra [53–55]. Applications of the AdS-L algebra and generalizations can be found in 
[56,57], where the higher-dimensional pure Lovelock gravity is recovered as a particular limit of CS gravity theories based on the AdS-L
symmetries.2 Besides, in [61–63], deformations of the Maxwell algebra and their dynamics through non-linear realizations were studied.

At the NR level, the study of a NR version of the three-dimensional CS Maxwell gravity theory was first considered in [64]. As was 
discussed in [64], a finite and non-degenerate NR CS action required to consider the NR limit of a particular U(1) enlargement of the 
Maxwell symmetry leading to a Maxwellian extended Bargmann (MEB) algebra. Interestingly, such symmetry can alternatively be recovered 
as a vanishing cosmological limit of an enlarged extended Bargmann (EEB) symmetry [65] and as a semigroup expansion of the Nappi-
Witten algebra [65,66]. The generalization of the MEB symmetry and its supersymmetric extension have been subsequently approached in 
[67,68] and [69,70], respectively.

On the other hand, although the UR version of the Maxwell symmetry has been partially studied in [71], the corresponding three-
dimensional CS action is unknown. Motivated by the prominent role of Maxwellian algebras in the context of (super)gravity and by the 
fact that, to our knowledge, the Maxwellian UR gravity model remains unexplored, we present a Maxwellian generalization of the three-
dimensional CS Carroll gravity theory. In particular, we would like to study the effect of including, in the UR regime, a covariantly constant 
electromagnetic field in the three-dimensional CS gravity, without introducing a cosmological constant. In this work, we first show that the 
Maxwell Carroll symmetry can be obtained as an UR limit of the Maxwell algebra. However, similarly to the NR case, an extended version 
of the Maxwell Carroll is required. Such extension is necessary in order for the invariant tensor to be non-degenerate and thus allow the 
proper construction of a CS action. Subsequently, we include a cosmological constant to the theory by considering an enlarged Carroll 
symmetry which can be seen as the corresponding UR counterpart of the AdS-L symmetry. We show that the model with cosmological 
constant is based on a novel enlarged extended version of the Carroll symmetry exhibiting a non-degenerate invariant tensor and therefore 
allowing the proper construction of a CS gravity theory. Let us emphasize that the UR CS gravity theories constructed here are new and, 
as their relativistic counterpart, they are related through a vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly review the relativistic Maxwell and AdS-L CS gravity theories in three space-
time dimensions. Sections 3, 4 and 5 contain our main results. In Section 3 we derive the Maxwellian Carroll algebra by considering the 
UR limit of the relativistic Maxwell algebra and we write an UR CS gravity action based on the Maxwellian Carroll algebra. In Section 4 we 
consider an extended version of the Maxwellian Carroll symmetry which exhibits a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form and therefore 
allows the proper construction of a CS Maxwellian extended Carroll gravity theory. In Section 5 we show that a cosmological constant can 
be incorporated to the extended Maxwellian Carroll CS gravity model by considering an enlarged Carroll algebra. We introduce additional 
bosonic generators to the enlarged Carroll algebra, obtaining an enlarged extended Carroll algebra, in order to have a non-degenerate 
invariant tensor allowing the proper construction of an UR CS gravity action. In the flat limit, the latter precisely boils down to the 
Maxwellian extended Carroll CS gravity theory. Section 6 is devoted to some concluding remarks and possible future developments.

2. Three-dimensional Maxwell and AdS-Lorentz Chern-Simons gravity

In this section, we will briefly review the three-dimensional AdS-L CS gravity theory [53–55], along with the CS gravity theory obtained 
after considering its flat limit, known as the Maxwell gravity [33–36].

The AdS-L algebra can be seen as a semi-simple enlargement of the Poincaré symmetry [72], allowing to incorporate a cosmological 
constant to the Maxwell gravity. Such enlarged algebra is spanned by the set of generators 

{
J̃ A, P̃ A, Z̃ A

}
, which satisfy the non-vanishing 

commutation relations[
J̃ A, J̃ B

]
= εABC J̃ C ,

[
J̃ A, P̃ B

]
= εABC P̃ C ,[

J̃ A, Z̃ B

]
= εABC Z̃ C ,

[
P̃ A, P̃ B

]
= εABC Z̃ C ,

[
Z̃ A, Z̃ B

]
= 1

�2
εABC Z̃ C ,

[
P̃ A, Z̃ B

]
= 1

�2
εABC P̃ C , (2.1)

where � is a length parameter related to the (negative) cosmological constant through � ∝ − 1
�2 , the Lorentz indices A, B, C = 0, 1, 2

are lowered and raised with the Minkowski metric ηAB = (−1,1,1) and εABC is the three-dimensional Levi Civita tensor which satisfies 
ε012 = −ε012 = 1. Note that the flat limit � → ∞ applied to the AdS-L algebra (2.1) reproduces the Maxwell symmetry.

The AdS-L algebra admits the following non-vanishing components of an invariant tensor of rank two:〈
J̃ A J̃ B

〉
= α̃0ηAB ,

〈
J̃ A P̃ B

〉
= α̃1ηAB ,〈

J̃ A Z̃ B

〉
= α̃2ηAB ,

〈
P̃ A P̃ B

〉
= α̃2ηAB ,

〈
Z̃ A P̃ B

〉
= α̃1

�2
ηAB ,

〈
Z̃ A Z̃ B

〉
= α̃2

�2
ηAB , (2.2)

1 For other relevant applications of the Maxwell algebras, together with supersymmetric extensions of the latter, we refer the interested reader to, e.g., [42–52].
2 The interested reader can also find applications of supersymmetric extensions of the AdS-L algebra in four spacetime dimensions in the context of supergravity theories 

formulated à la MacDowell-Mansouri in [58–60].
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where α̃0, α̃1 and α̃2 are arbitrary constants. One can see that the invariant tensor given by (2.2) reduces to the invariant tensor for 
the Maxwell algebra when � → ∞. Let us notice that both the Maxwellian and AdS-L invariant tensors are non-degenerate, assuring the 
vanishing of the curvature two-forms when one considers the field equations of the associated CS gravity theory.

The gauge connection one-form A for the AdS-L algebra reads

A = W̃ A J̃ A + Ẽ A P̃ A + K̃ A Z̃ A , (2.3)

where W̃ A denotes the spin-connection, Ẽ A is the dreibein and K̃ A is the gauge field associated with the Maxwellian Z̃ A generator. The 
corresponding curvature two-form is given by

F = R̃ A
(

W̃
)

J̃ A + R̃ A
(

Ẽ
)

P̃ A + R̃ A
(

K̃
)

Z̃ A , (2.4)

with

R̃ A
(

W̃
)

:= dW̃ A + 1

2
ε ABC W̃ B W̃ C ,

R̃ A
(

Ẽ
)

:= dẼ A + ε ABC W̃ B ẼC + 1

�2
ε ABC K̃ B ẼC ,

R̃ A
(

K̃
)

:= dK̃ A + ε ABC W̃ B K̃C + 1

2�2
ε ABC K̃ B K̃C + 1

2
ε ABC Ẽ B ẼC . (2.5)

Considering the gauge connection one-form (2.3) and the non-vanishing components of the invariant tensor (2.2) in the three-dimensional 
CS expression,

I = k

4π

∫ 〈
AdA + 2

3
A3

〉
, (2.6)

with k being the CS level of the theory related to the gravitational constant G , we find the following CS gravity action for the AdS-L
algebra [55]:

IAdS-L = k

4π

∫ [
α̃0

(
W̃ AdW̃ A + 1

3
ε ABC W̃ A W̃ B W̃ C

)

+ α̃1

(
2Ẽ A R̃ A(W̃ ) + 2

�2
Ẽ A F̃ A(K̃ ) + 1

3�2
ε ABC Ẽ A Ẽ B ẼC

)

+ α̃2

(
T̃ A Ẽ A + 1

�2
ε ABC Ẽ A K̃ B ẼC + 2K̃ A R̃ A(W̃ ) + 1

�2
K̃ A DW̃ K̃ A + 1

3�4
ε ABC K̃ A K̃ B K̃C

)]
, (2.7)

where we have defined the curvature F̃ A(K̃ ) := DW̃ K̃ A + 1
2�2 ε ABC K̃ B K̃C , being DW̃ the Lorentz covariant derivative, DW̃ �A = d�A +

ε ABC W̃ B�C . Furthermore, we have that T̃ A := dẼ A + ε ABC W̃ B ẼC is the usual torsion two-form.
From the CS action we can see that it is split in three independent different sectors. The piece along α̃0 corresponds to the gravitational 

(or exotic) Lagrangian [73], while the Einstein-Hilbert term, a cosmological constant term and a contribution involving the gauge field K̃ A

appear along the α̃1 constant. Furthermore, the term related to the α̃2 constant contains a torsional term and also terms involving the 
additional field K̃ A . Naturally, the flat limit � → ∞ of the relativistic CS action (2.7) leads to the Maxwell CS gravity action [33–36]. As it 
was shown in [36,55], the presence of the additional gauge field K̃ A modifies not only the asymptotic sector but also the vacuum of the 
Maxwell and AdS-L CS gravity theories, respectively.

Non-relativistic versions of the Maxwell and the AdS-L algebras have been recently considered in [64–69] and have required U(1)

enlargements in order to have finite and non-degenerate NR CS gravity actions after the non-relativistic limit. The corresponding NR 
algebras are, as their relativistic counterparts, related through the flat limit � → ∞.

In what follows, we will study diverse UR versions of the previously introduced three-dimensional CS gravity theories. First, we will 
show that a UR limit can be applied to obtain the Carrollian version of the Maxwell and AdS-L gravity theories. To this aim, we decompose 
the A-index as follows:

A → (0,a) , a = 1,2 . (2.8)

Then, we will apply a particular redefinition to the aforementioned relativistic Maxwell and AdS-L algebras and we will take the UR 
limit in order to get the Carrollian version of these algebras. We shall call them as Maxwellian and enlarged Carroll algebras, respectively. 
We will also consider the contraction at the level of the invariant tensors in order to construct the corresponding UR CS gravity actions. 
Nevertheless, although the UR symmetries are well-defined in the limit, the respective UR invariant bilinear forms obtained by performing 
the Carrollian contraction starting from the AdS-L invariant tensor are degenerate. As we shall see, such drawback can be overcome by 
considering extensions of the Maxwellian and enlarged Carroll symmetries assuring the proper development of UR CS gravity theories.

3. Maxwellian Carroll Chern-Simons gravity theory

Let us consider now the Carrollian version of the Maxwell algebra. Let us recall that the relativistic Maxwell symmetry can be obtained 
by taking the vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞ of (2.1).

The Maxwellian Carroll algebra is obtained by performing the indices decomposition (2.8) in the Maxwell algebra, and subsequently 
performing the Carroll contraction, in view of which we introduce the σ parameter by the redefinition
3
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J̃a → σ Ka , P̃0 → σ H , Z̃a → σ Za , J̃0 → J , P̃a → Pa , Z̃0 → Z . (3.1)

Then, considering the limit σ → ∞,3 we obtain the algebra generated by the set of generators { J , Ka, H, Pa, Z , Za}, satisfying the non-
vanishing commutation relations

[ J , Ka] = εab Kb , [ J , Pa] = εab Pb , [Ka, Pb] = −εab H ,

[ J , Za] = εab Zb , [Pa, Pb] = −εab Z , [H, Pa] = εab Zb ,

[Ka, Z ] = −εab Zb , (3.2)

where a = 1, 2, εab ≡ ε0ab , εab ≡ ε0ab . Here { J , Ka, H, Pa, Z , Za} are spacial rotations, Carrollian boosts, time translations, space translations 
and the UR Maxwellian generators Z and Za , respectively. Note that the three commutators appearing in the first line of (3.2) define 
the Carroll algebra [1,2], which is obtained by a Carroll contraction of the Poincaré algebra and appears by suppressing the Maxwell 
generators Z and Za . Analogously to the Maxwellian extended Bargmann symmetry [64], one can notice that the Z generator present in 
this Maxwellian generalization of the Carroll algebra is not a central charge and thus does not appear as a central extension of the Carroll 
algebra. On the other hand, the Maxwellian Carroll algebra presented here is contained as a particular case of the infinite-dimensional 
Carrollian Maxwell algebra introduced in [71], which was obtained applying the S-expansion procedure [74]. Here, we have shown that 
the Maxwellian Carroll symmetry can be alternatively recovered as a UR limit of the Maxwell algebra. Now, we extend the study of [71]
to the explicit construction of a CS action for the UR Maxwell algebra.

To this end, let us first consider the corresponding gauge connection one-form

A = τ H + ea Pa + ω J + ωa Ka + kZ + ka Za . (3.3)

The curvature two-form F = dA + 1
2 [A, A] is given by

F = R (τ ) H + Ra
(

eb
)

Pa + R (ω) J + Ra
(
ωb

)
Ka + R (k) Z + Ra

(
kb

)
Za , (3.4)

where the UR curvatures associated with the Maxwellian Carroll algebra are defined as follows:

R (τ ) = dτ + εabωaeb , Ra
(

eb
)

= dea + εacωec ,

R (ω) = dω , Ra
(
ωb

)
= dωa + εacωωc ,

R (k) = dk + 1

2
εabeaeb , Ra

(
kb

)
= dka + εacωkc + εacτec + εackωc . (3.5)

Now, in order to construct the CS action invariant under the Maxwellian Carroll algebra, we also require the non-vanishing components of 
the invariant bilinear form. These can be derived as the Carroll contraction of the non-vanishing components of the invariant tensor for the 
Maxwell algebra. In particular, let us note that the relativistic invariant tensor for the Maxwell symmetry appears from (2.2) considering 
the vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞. Note that, in order to end up with a non-trivial invariant tensor for the contracted 
algebra, we also have to rescale the relativistic constants appearing in (2.2) as follows:

α̃0 → α0 , α̃1 → σα1 , α̃2 → α2 . (3.6)

Then, after taking the limit σ → ∞, we obtain the following non-vanishing components of the invariant bilinear form for the Maxwellian 
Carroll algebra:

〈 J J 〉 = −α0 , 〈 J H〉 = −α1 , 〈 J Z〉 = −α2 ,

〈Ka Pb〉 = α1δab , 〈Pa Pb〉 = α2δab . (3.7)

Then, considering the gauge connection one-form for the Maxwellian Carroll algebra (3.3) and the non-vanishing components (3.7) in the 
general expression of the CS action (2.6), we find the following UR CS action for the Maxwellian Carroll algebra:

IMaxwell Carroll = k

4π

∫ {
− α0ωR (ω) + α1

[
−2τ R (ω) + 2ea Ra

(
ωb

)]
+ α2

[
−2kR (ω) + ea Ra

(
eb

)]}
. (3.8)

This novel UR CS gravity action is defined by three different independent sectors, each one being invariant under the Maxwellian Carroll 
algebra. The first term along the α0 constant corresponds to the UR version of the exotic Lagrangian, while the term proportional to α1 is 
the usual Carrollian gravity [16]. On the other hand, the term along α2 corresponds to the novel Maxwellian Carroll contribution. Let us 
notice that the UR CS gravity action (3.8) can also be recovered from the relativistic Maxwell CS action. Let us recall that the relativistic 
Maxwell CS action is obtained after applying the vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞ in (2.7). Indeed, the Maxwell Carroll CS 
action (3.8) appears by performing the following redefinition of the one-form gauge fields:

W̃ a → 1

σ
ωa , Ẽ0 → 1

σ
τ , K̃ a → 1

σ
ka , W̃ 0 → ω , Ẽa → ea , K̃ 0 → k , (3.9)

together with (3.6), and consequently taking the limit σ → ∞ directly at the level of the action.

3 The σ parameter is related to the speed of light c as σ → 1/c such that the limit σ → ∞ corresponds to the ultra-relativistic limit, c → 0.
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Table 1
Generators of UR and NR versions of the Maxwell algebra.

Maxwell Carroll MEC MEB GMEB

Time generators J , H, Z J , H, Z , S J , H, Z , J , H, Z , N
Spatial generators Ka, Pa, Za Ka, Pa, Za, La Ga, Pa, Za Ga, Pa, Za, Na

Central charges T S, M, T S, M, T , V
Amount of generators 9 13 12 16

Although the Carroll contraction of the Maxwell algebra allows the construction of a finite UR CS gravity action, it does not avoid the 
degeneracy problem. Indeed, the Maxwellian Carroll algebra (3.2) only allows for a degenerate invariant bilinear form. In particular, in our 
construction the absence of the ka gauge field, and therefore of its CS kinetic term, in the CS action (3.8) is due to the degeneracy of the 
invariant tensor. In the present case the Carrollian limit procedure led to an algebra with a degenerate bilinear form that does not repro-
duce a well-defined CS action, as (3.8) does not contain a kinetic term for each gauge field. Then, as was mentioned in [64], guaranteeing 
finiteness of the action in the contraction process does not guarantee a non-degenerate bilinear form. Then, a natural question is if there 
exist another Carrollian version of the Maxwell algebra allowing for a non-degenerate invariant tensor. The answer to this question will 
be given in the next section.

4. Maxwellian extended Carroll Chern-Simons gravity theory

A different Carrollian version of the Maxwell algebra is contained as a particular case in the infinite-dimensional Carrollian Maxwell 
algebra introduced in [71]. The algebra is generated by the set of generators { J , Ka, H, Pa, Z , Za, S, La, T }, satisfying the non-vanishing 
commutation relations

[ J , Ka] = εab Kb , [ J , Pa] = εab Pb , [Ka, Pb] = −εab H ,

[ J , Za] = εab Zb , [Pa, Pb] = −εab Z , [H, Pa] = εab Zb ,

[Ka, Z ] = −εab Zb , [Ka, Kb] = −εab S , [ J , La] = εab Lb ,

[S, Pa] = εab Lb , [Ka, Zb] = −εab T , [Pa, Lb] = −εab T ,

[Ka, H] = −εab Lb . (4.1)

We shall call the algebra (4.1) as Maxwellian Extended Carroll (MEC) algebra.4 The MEC algebra is characterized by the presence of the S
and La generators along with a central charge T . Note that it reduces to the Maxwellian Carroll algebra when S = T = La = 0.

Here, we present a novel UR CS gravity action based on the MEC algebra (4.1). The latter admits the following non-vanishing compo-
nents of a non-degenerate invariant tensor:

〈 J J 〉 = 〈 J S〉 = −α0 , 〈Ka Kb〉 = α0δab ,

〈 J H〉 = −α1 , 〈Ka Pb〉 = α1δab ,

〈 J Z〉 = 〈 J T 〉 = 〈S Z〉 = 〈H H〉 = −α2 , 〈Pa Pb〉 = 〈Pa Lb〉 = 〈Ka Zb〉 = α2δab ,

(4.2)

where α0, α1 and α2 are arbitrary constants. Let us note that here non-degeneracy requires a Maxwellian extension of the Carroll algebra 
analogously to the non-relativistic case in which a Maxwellian extension of the Bargmann (MEB) algebra assures the non-degeneracy of the 
invariant tensor [64]. Nevertheless, unlike Carroll and Bargmann algebra, there is no duality between the MEC and the MEB algebras since 
they differ in the amount of generators. Although one could see some similarity with the generalized Maxwellian extended Bargmann 
(GMEB) algebra introduced in [67], they are also quite different at the level of amount of generators. Table 1 summarizes the generators 
content of the previously mentioned UR and non-relativistic versions of the Maxwell algebra.

To construct an UR CS action gauge-invariant under the MEC algebra (4.1), let us consider the following gauge connection one-form:

A = τ H + ea Pa + ω J + ωa Ka + kZ + ka Za + sS + tT + la La . (4.3)

The corresponding curvature two-form F = dA + 1
2 [A, A] is given by

F = R (τ ) H + Ra
(

eb
)

Pa + R (ω) J + Ra
(
ωb

)
Ka + R (k) Z + Ra

(
kb

)
Za + R (s) S + R (t) T + Ra

(
lb

)
La , (4.4)

where the respective field-strengths of the gauge fields dual to the generators of the MEC algebra are given by (3.5) along with

R (s) = ds + 1

2
εabωaωb ,

R (t) = dt + εabωakb + εabealb ,

Ra
(

lb
)

= dla + εabωlb + εabseb + εabτωb . (4.5)

Considering the gauge connection one-form for the MEC algebra (4.3) and the non-vanishing components of the invariant tensor (4.2)
in the general expression of the CS action (2.6), we find the following UR CS action for the MEC algebra,

4 The MEC algebra can be obtained from the relativistic Maxwell algebra by performing a particular expansion (see [71], where the MEC algebra corresponds to a finite 
sub-case of the infinite-dimensional Maxwellian UR algebra constructed).
5
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IMEC = k

4π

∫ {
α0

[
−ωR (ω) − 2sR (ω) + ωa Ra

(
ωb

)]
+ α1

[
−2τ R (ω) + 2ea Ra

(
ωb

)]

+α2

[
−2kR (ω) + ea Ra

(
eb

)
− 2sR (k) − τ R (τ ) − 2t R (ω)

+ 2la Ra
(

eb
)

+ ωa Ra
(

kb
)

+ ka Ra
(
ωb

)]}
. (4.6)

This novel UR CS gravity action is defined by three different independent sectors, each one being invariant under the MEC algebra. 
Note that, as in the previous case, the term proportional to α1 is the usual Carrollian gravity [16]. However, unlike the Maxwell Carroll CS 
gravity, the ka gauge field appears explicitly along the α2 constant. The term along α2 describes a new UR Maxwell gravity which requires 
the introduction of an additional gauge field la and two one-form gauge fields s and t , respectively dual to the generators La , S and T of 
the UR algebra (4.1). Note that the MEC algebra allows for a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form which implies that in the action there 
is a kinetic term of each gauge field and that the field equations of the theory correspond to the vanishing of the MEC field-strengths. 
Indeed, the equations of motion are given by

δωa : α0 Ra
(
ωb

)
+ α1 Ra

(
eb

)
+ α2 Ra

(
kb

)
= 0 ,

δω : α0 [R (ω) + R (s)] + α1 R (τ ) + α2 [R (k) + R (t)] = 0 ,

δea : α1 Ra
(
ωb

)
+ α2

[
Ra

(
eb

)
+ Ra

(
lb

)]
= 0 ,

δτ : α1 R (ω) + α2 R (τ ) = 0 ,

δka : α2 Ra
(
ωb

)
= 0 ,

δk : α2 [R (ω) + R (s)] = 0 ,

δs : α0 R (ω) + α2 R (k) = 0 ,

δt : α2 R (ω) = 0 ,

δla : α2 Ra
(

eb
)

= 0 . (4.7)

As the non-degeneracy of the invariant tensor (4.2) requires α2 	= 0, the field equations (4.7) are equivalent to the vanishing of the 
curvature two-forms (3.5) along with (4.5).

5. Enlarged Carroll Chern-Simons gravity theory and extension

Analogously to the non-relativistic Maxwell gravity, the MEC CS gravity theory does not contain a cosmological constant. The inclusion 
of a cosmological constant in the UR CS gravity theory can be done considering the AdS-Carroll symmetry [18]. Here, we show that a 
cosmological constant can be incorporated to the MEC CS gravity model by considering a new enlarged Carroll algebra. Nevertheless, as 
in the Maxwell case, an extended UR symmetry is required in order to avoid degeneracy. For completeness, we first explore the enlarged 
Carroll CS gravity along with its flat limit.

5.1. Enlarged Carroll Chern-Simons gravity

An enlarged Carroll algebra can be derived applying the Carroll contraction to the AdS-Lorentz algebra (2.1). Indeed, performing the 
redefinition of the generators as in (3.1) and after taking the limit σ → ∞, we get

[ J , Ka] = εab Kb , [ J , Pa] = εab Pb , [Ka, Pb] = −εab H ,

[ J , Za] = εab Zb , [Pa, Pb] = −εab Z , [H, Pa] = εab Zb ,

[Ka, Z ] = −εab Zb , [Pa, Z ] = − 1

�2
εab Pb , [Pa, Zb] = − 1

�2
εab H ,

[Z , Za] = 1

�2
εab Zb , (5.1)

where � is a length parameter related to the inverse of the cosmological constant �. The present symmetry corresponds to the three-
dimensional version of the UR symmetry denoted as CL4 in [75]. Let us note that, as its relativistic counterpart, the Maxwell Carroll 
algebra (3.2) appears in the vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞.

The gauge connection one-form for the enlarged Carroll symmetry reads

A = τ H + ea Pa + ω J + ωa Ka + kZ + ka Za . (5.2)

The corresponding curvature two-form is given by

F = R̂ (τ ) H + R̂a
(

eb
)

Pa + R̂ (ω) J + R̂a
(
ωb

)
Ka + R̂ (k) Z + R̂a

(
kb

)
Za , (5.3)

where
6
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R̂ (τ ) = dτ + εabωaeb + 1

�2
εabeakb , R̂a

(
eb

)
= dea + εacωec + 1

�2
εackec ,

R̂ (ω) = dω , R̂a
(
ωb

)
= dωa + εacωωc ,

R̂ (k) = dk + 1

2
εabeaeb ,

R̂a
(

kb
)

= dka + εacωkc + εacτec + εackωc + 1

�2
εackkc . (5.4)

Let us note that the enlarged Carroll curvatures coincide with the Maxwell Carroll ones (3.5) in the flat limit � → ∞. On the other hand, 
one can show that the enlarged Carroll algebra (5.1) admits the following non-vanishing components of an invariant tensor:

〈 J J 〉 = −α0 , 〈 J H〉 = −α1 ,

〈Ka Pb〉 = α1δab , 〈 J Z〉 = −α2 ,

〈Pa Pb〉 = α2δab , 〈Z H〉 = −α1

�2
,

〈Za Pb〉 = α1

�2
δab 〈Z Z〉 = −α2

�2
, (5.5)

where the constants α0, α1 and α2 have been obtained by applying the rescaling (3.6) and the UR limit to the ones appearing in the 
relativistic invariant tensor (2.2). Then, considering the gauge connection one-form for the enlarged Carroll algebra (5.1) and the non-
vanishing components of the invariant tensor (5.5) in the general expression of the CS action (2.6), we find the following UR CS action:

IEnlarged Carroll = k

4π

∫ {
− α0ω R̂ (ω) + 2α1

[
−τ R̂ (ω) + ea R̂a

(
ωb

)
+ 1

�2
ea F a

(
kb

)
− 1

�2
τ R̂ (k)

]

+α2

[
−2kR̂ (ω) + ea R̂a

(
eb

)
− 1

�2
kdk

]}
, (5.6)

where F a
(
kb

) ≡ dka + εacωkc + εackωc + 1
�2 εackkc . The CS action (5.6) is invariant under the enlarged Carroll algebra (5.1) and reproduces 

the Maxwellian Carroll CS action (3.8) in the vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞. Such CS action can alternatively be obtained 
from the relativistic AdS-Lorentz CS action (2.7) by considering the redefinition (3.9), together with the rescaling (3.6), and taking the UR 
limit σ → ∞. Although the Carroll limit is well-defined and the CS action is finite, the enlarged Carroll symmetry only admits a degenerate 
invariant bilinear form. As in the Maxwellian case, the degeneracy problem can be overcome by considering an extended version of the 
enlarged Carroll algebra.

5.2. Enlarged extended Carroll Chern-Simons gravity action and flat limit

The inclusion of a cosmological constant to the non-degenerate UR version of the Maxwell CS gravity theory can be done introducing 
additional bosonic generators to the enlarged Carroll algebra (5.1). Let us consider the set of generators { J , Ka, H, Pa, Z , Za, S, La, T } which 
satisfy the commutation relations of the MEC algebra (4.1) along with

[H, Za] = 1

�2
εab Lb , [Z , Pa] = 1

�2
εab Pb , [Pa, Zb] = − 1

�2
εab H ,

[Z , Za] = 1

�2
εab Zb , [T , Pa] = 1

�2
εab Lb , [Za, Zb] = − 1

�2
εab T ,

[Z , La] = 1

�2
εab Lb , (5.7)

where � is related to the inverse of the cosmological constant �. We denote the UR algebra (5.7) as the Enlarged Extended Carroll 
(EEC) algebra. Naturally, the EEC algebra reproduces the enlarged Carroll one by setting S = T = La = 0. Moreover, the MEC algebra is 
recovered in the vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞. Observe also that, in (5.7), T is not a central charge, while it reduces to a 
central generator in the � → ∞ limit. One can notice that the EEC algebra admits a non-degenerate invariant tensor whose non-vanishing 
components are given by (4.2) along with

〈Z H〉 = −α1

�2
, 〈Za Pb〉 = α1

�2
δab ,

〈Z Z〉 = 〈Z T 〉 = −α2

�2
, 〈Za Zb〉 = α2

�2
δab , (5.8)

where the non-degeneracy requires α2 	= 0 and α0 	= α2�
2. On the other hand, the EEC gauge connection one-form reads

A = τ H + ea Pa + ω J + ωa Ka + kZ + ka Za + sS + tT + la La . (5.9)

The curvature two-form is given by

F = R̂ (τ ) H + R̂a
(

eb
)

Pa + R̂ (ω) J + R̂a
(
ωb

)
Ka + R̂ (k) Z + R̂a

(
kb

)
Za + R̂ (s) S + R̂ (t) T + R̂a

(
lb

)
La , (5.10)

where the respective field-strengths are given by (5.4) and
7
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R̂ (s) = ds + 1

2
εabωaωb , R̂ (t) = dt + εabωakb + εabealb + 1

2�2
εabkakb ,

R̂a
(

lb
)

= dla + εabωlb + εabseb + εabτωb + 1

�2
εabτkb + 1

�2
εabteb + 1

�2
εabklb . (5.11)

Naturally, the MEC curvatures (4.5) are recovered in the flat limit � → ∞. The UR CS action based on the EEC algebra is obtained by 
taking into account the non-vanishing components of the invariant tensor (5.8) and the gauge connection one-form (5.9) into the general 
CS expression (2.6). By doing so, we find the following UR CS gravity action invariant under the EEC algebra:

IEEC = k

4π

∫ {
α0

[
−ω R̂ (ω) − 2sR̂ (ω) + ωa R̂a

(
ωb

)]

+2α1

[
−τ R̂ (ω) + ea R̂a

(
ωb

)
+ 1

�2
ea F a

(
kb

)
− 1

�2
τ R̂ (k)

]

+α2

[
−2kR̂ (ω) + ea R̂a

(
eb

)
− 2sR̂ (k) − τ R̂ (τ ) − 2t R̂ (ω) + 2la R̂a

(
eb

)

+ ωa R̂a
(

kb
)

+ ka R̂a
(
ωb

)
− 1

�2
kdk + 1

�2
ka R̂a

(
kb

)
− 2

�2
t R̂ (k)

]}
, (5.12)

where F a
(
kb

) ≡ dka + εacωkc + εackωc + 1
�2 εackkc . As in the enlarged Carroll CS action (5.6), the UR Maxwellian gauge field k and ka

appear in both the α1 and α2 sectors. Nevertheless, it is the very presence of the additional gauge fields which allows to avoid the 
degeneracy problem present in the enlarged Carroll case. Indeed, for α2 	= 0 and α0 	= α2�

2, the field equations exactly correspond to the 
vanishing of the curvature two-forms (5.10). Furthermore, in the vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞, the CS action reduces to 
the non-degenerate MEC gravity action (4.6).

It is important to mention that, unlike the enlarged Carroll symmetry, the EEC algebra has not been obtained as a Carrollian limit of a 
relativistic symmetry. It would be worth it to explore if, following the method used in [71], the present UR algebra and its non-degenerate 
invariant tensor can be alternatively recovered as an UR expansion of a relativistic algebra and its invariant tensor, respectively.

6. Conclusions

In this work we have presented novel UR gravity theories being Maxwellian generalizations and enlargements of the Carroll gravity. In 
the Maxwellian case, we have shown that an extended version of the Maxwell Carroll algebra, which we have denoted as MEC algebra, 
is required in order to avoid degeneracy. Such extension of the UR Maxwell algebra involves the presence of extra bosonic generators 
(S, La, T , where in particular T is a central charge), with respect to the Maxwellian Carroll algebra, necessary in order to produce a non-
degenerate UR invariant tensor. The CS actions for the Maxwell Carroll and the MEC algebras have been then constructed. In particular, 
the non-degeneracy of the invariant trace in the MEC case ensures that the field equations arising from the MEC gravity theory are given 
by the vanishing of the curvature two-forms. Consequently, we have studied an alternative origin of the Maxwell Carroll and the MEC 
gravity theories as a flat limit, showing that both can be recovered in the vanishing cosmological constant limit (namely for � → ∞) 
of a novel enlarged Carroll and enlarged extended Carroll (EEC) gravity theories, respectively. Although the enlarged Carroll algebra has 
a well-defined vanishing cosmological constant limit, it does not admit a non-degenerate invariant tensor. Remarkably, the EEC algebra 
admits a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form and therefore allows the proper construction of a CS gravity theory whose flat limit is 
also non-degenerate.

Let us note that the Maxwell Carroll and the MEC algebras correspond to particular sub-cases of the infinite-dimensional Carrollian 
Maxwell algebra defined in [71]. Here, we have extended the study of [71] to the explicit construction of a CS action for both UR Maxwell 
algebras. Such construction allowed us to elucidate which UR version of the infinite-dimensional Carrollian Maxwell algebra is a good 
candidate to construct a non-degenerate UR CS action. To our knowledge, the enlarged Carroll and the EEC algebras obtained here do not
belong to a generalized family of UR infinite-dimensional algebras. It would be interesting to explore if, analogously to the Maxwellian 
case, the enlarged Carroll and its extended version can be seen as particular sub-cases of an infinite family of UR generalizations. In 
particular, one could expect that such generalization can be related to the UR expansion of the Maxwell algebra introduced in [71]
through a vanishing cosmological constant limit � → ∞.

On the other hand, as it has been shown that UR symmetry groups play a remarkable role in the contexts of flat holography (i.e., 
holography of flat space) and fluid/gravity correspondence [76–84], it would be intriguing to study the holographic implications of the 
MEC and EEC symmetries, in particular in connection with the fluid/gravity correspondence. Furthermore, it would be worth it to study 
supersymmetric extensions of the UR algebras and CS theories developed in the present paper, following the lines of what was done in, 
e.g., [19,20] in the case of AdS Carroll CS supergravity and flat limit. From the results we have obtained at the purely bosonic level, in the 
supersymmetric case we expect non-trivial bosonic and, in particular, fermionic enlargement and extensions to play a prominent role in 
the CS construction.

It would be interesting to go further in the study of the Maxwell and AdS-L symmetries. In particular, one could explore the com-
plete schematic “cube” summarizing the sequential contractions starting from the Maxwell and AdS-L algebras. The NR version of both 
symmetries was recently introduced in [64,65]. In this paper, we have presented the respective UR counterparts with a detailed analysis 
of the non-degeneracy of the invariant tensor. It would be worth it to elucidate the respective Static Hopf and para-Galilei version of the 
Maxwell and AdS-L algebras.
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